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Summary

SmartWork Media is pleased to welcome Tanya Dukes to the editorial
team that produces INSTORE and INDESIGN, magazines that focus on
the retail jewelry business. As senior editor, Dukes will be overseeing
the magazines’ product sections and guiding readers through the latest
trends in jewelry. Based out of New York, she will be representing the
magazines at trade events.

Phone: (212) 981-9625
Fax: 212-981-0247
www.instoremag.com
www.facebook.com/instoremag
www.twitter.com/instoremag
www.invisionmag.com
www.facebook.com/invisionmag
www.twitter.com/invisionmag

Details

SmartWork Media is pleased to welcome Tanya Dukes to the editorial team
that produces INSTORE and INDESIGN, magazines that focus on the retail
jewelry business.
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As senior editor, Dukes will be overseeing the magazines’ product sections
and guiding readers through the latest trends in jewelry. Based out of New

Libertyville, IL 60048, USA

York, she will be representing the magazines at trade events.

Fax: (847) 918-9498

“We’re thrilled to have Tanya joining us,” said Dan Kisch, SmartWork Media
Publisher. “We’re confident readers will find incredible value in her

www.smartjewelryshow.com

contributions, and we look forward to seeing the difference she can make.”
Before joining SmartWork Media, Dukes was freelancing full-time for a variety
of consumer magazines. Prior to that, she practiced law as an associate with
Hughes Hubbard & Reed in New York before becoming an editor at Brides
and Elite Traveler magazines.
Dukes has received the WJA’s Award for Excellence and has been a judge in
the AGTA Spectrum Awards and the Couture Design Awards.
Product submissions and inquiries for INSTORE and INDESIGN should still
be sent to hotproducts@smartworkmedia.com.
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“ “We’re thrilled to have Tanya joining us. We’re confident readers will find
incredible value in her contributions, and we look forward to seeing the
difference she can make.”
— Dan Kisch, SmartWork Media Publisher
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Over the last decade, SmartWork Media's business publications have
earned more than 50 national and international awards, including the 2012
Jesse H. Neal Award from American Business Media for best overall
business publication won by INSTORE, our magazine for independent
jewelry store owners. We're proud of our awards, because they show how we
truly sweat the details to make magazines that don't just inform readers, they
inspire them. See our complete list of awards at
smartworkmedia.com/awards.
Now in its seventh year, The SMART Jewelry Show Chicago takes place
April 18 - 20, 2015, with a full-day education conference on April 17. This
one-of-a-kind jewelry events provide independent retail jewelers the worldclass speakers, interactive education and exciting buying opportunities they
need to grow their businesses smartly. The SMART Jewelry Show is
presented by INSTORE and INDESIGN magazines. Learn more at
www.smartjewelryshow.com.
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